Monthly Class Listing

Many of these classes are repeat classes of the magnetic frames and calendars, only with different sets. I know you can't take all of them, so I scheduled them so that you could pick and choose. Many of these can be done on your own too once you get the hang of it... although not as much fun as doing them in class!! I'm not posting details yet, just a schedule because there is so much coming up!! There are also other classes mixed in and More to come!!!! Some of these frames were pictured in the latest newsletter. If you'd like to see pics of completed samples (ours may vary due to changes in papers) just let me know!

July

10- Reverse Canvas
15- Shadow Box Magnetic Frame - Happy Days
20-28 CLOSED for Vacation
29- Re-open

August

5- Shadow Box Magnetic Frame Dogs or Cats
8- Dog Jar/ Box & Bonus surprise
15- Cat Jar/Box & Bonus surprise
18- Card Class
22- Magnetic Calendar - September

September

2- Shadow Box Magnetic Frame - Great Outdoors
8- Card Class
12- Wine Bottle Box
17- Magnetic Calendar - October
26- Shadow Box Magnetic Frame - Autumn
As you can see, there is a lot going on.... some of these dates may change depending on attendance, and other classes will be added...just not sure when or where yet!!! If you know of a class that you’re definitely interested in taking, **PLEASE let me know** so that I can make sure I have enough materials on hand!!!! Thank you!!!

See You Soon!!!

Michele